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Abstract. Experimental research plays an important role in parallel
computing, as in this field scientific discovery often relies on experimen-
tal findings, which complement and validate theoretical models. However,
parallel hardware and applications have become extremely complex to
study, due to their diversity and rapid evolution. Furthermore, applica-
tions are designed to run on thousands of nodes, often spanning across
several programming models and generating large amounts of data. In
this context, reproducibility is essential to foster reliable scientific results.
In this paper we aim at studying the requirements and pitfalls of each
stage of experimental research, from data acquisition to data analysis,
with respect to achieving reproducible results. We investigate state-of-
the-art experimental practices in parallel computing by conducting a
survey on the papers published in EuroMPI 2013, a major conference
targeting the MPI community. Our findings show that while there is a
clear concern for reproducibility in the parallel computing community, a
better understanding of the criteria for achieving it is necessary.

1 Introduction

Researchers across a wide spectrum of computer science disciplines have been
calling for reproducibility, as a means to assess the reliability, correctness and
trustworthiness of published experimental results. This is especially the case
in the area of parallel computing, where novel systems or algorithms are often
backed up by computational experiments. Existing systems, tools and applica-
tions are becoming increasingly diverse and complex, typically targeting thou-
sands of nodes, spanning across several programming models and generating
large amounts of data.

A large set of papers in this domain investigate novel techniques to improve
specific metrics, such as performance, and validate their approaches by perform-
ing experiments in customized environments. As a consequence, providing in-
depth technical details regarding the implementation and experimental process
to allow other researchers to reproduce their findings is of utmost importance.

The problem of experimental reproducibility is not a new one, and the scien-
tific community has put a lot of effort into understanding the requirements of
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reproducible research across a variety of domains. When discussing the means
to attain reproducibility in computational sciences, Peng introduces the concept
of reproducibility spectrum to classify papers according to their degree of repli-
cability [6]. Thus, the full replication of a study would require the availability of
both source code of the proposed contribution and data originally collected by
the authors to substantiate their claims. In this paper, our goal is to understand
the criteria allowing us to position papers across this broad reproducibility spec-
trum and to examine the (often subtle) requirements for achieving reproducibil-
ity in each stage of experimental research. We target scientific replicability, as
defined in the work of Hunold and Träff [4], that is, reproducibility of the ex-
perimental outcome, as opposed to numerical replicability, which implies bitwise
reproducibility of results.

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we look at state-of-the-art
reproducibility criteria adopted in various areas of computational research and
we propose a more in-depth classification of the factors that impact the repro-
ducibility of experimental evaluations. We argue that clearly delimitating the
stages of experimental work and identifying reproducibility criteria for each of
them will further facilitate both sounder research and more efficient means to re-
view and build upon existing scientific papers. Second, we conduct a small-scale
study on a series of parallel computing papers published in the 2013 EuroMPI
proceedings, in order to evaluate their reproducibility potential according to our
previously defined criteria.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses ex-
isting initiatives for reproducible research. In Section 3, we highlight the exper-
imental stages we identified for achieving reproducible studies. We continue in
Section 4 by surveying a set of published parallel computing papers to assess
the weight such papers allot to each reproducibility criterion. Our experiences in
attempting to replicate two of the studied papers are detailed in Section 5 and
we finally point out the lessons learned in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Reproducibility is a fundamental concern in many areas of computational sci-
ence, as shown by a wide range of papers addressing various facets of the sub-
ject. A set of guidelines for conducting reproducible research are stated in the
work of Sandve et al. [8], who argue that reproducibility is tightly connected
to the availability of all experimental details. The paper advocates for keeping
track of all versions of the produced experiments, along with collected data and
scripts to generate it. Vitek and Kalibera [10] investigate the root causes of non-
reproducible papers in computational science, contending they can be mitigated
by a careful selection of benchmarks, workloads and methodologies to document
and make the experimental process available. The work of Peng and Eckel [6],
despite coming from the field of biostatistics, reinforces the case for reproducibil-
ity, stating that it should be considered a “gold standard” of rigorous scientific
research.
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In 2012, Freire et al. [3] reviewed existing tools for computational reproducibil-
ity, proposing a three-dimensional approach for evaluating it. They argue that
the level of reproducibility of an experimental paper depends on its portability
to different environments, as well as on the availability of all the details related
to the experimental workflow, from the source code, to the description of parame-
ters and workload. In this paper, we focus on the same direction and we attempt
to better define the criteria that characterize a fully reproducible experiment.
We build on the work of Hunold and Träff [4], who first explored the state and
the importance of reproducibility in parallel computing.

Several survey papers have attempted to quantify the state of reproducible
research in various fields of computer science. Thus, Vandewalle et al. [9] con-
ducted a study on a number of papers in the area of signal processing, discussing
each step of their scientific methodology. With respect to the experimental work-
flow, the paper contends that only a small fraction of the examined papers are
reproducible, although the impact of a paper seems to increase with the degree
of reproducibility. Starting in 2008, the SIGMOD conference initiated an experi-
mental reproducibility effort aiming at exploring the repeatability of experiments
presented in the accepted papers [1,5]. A large reproducibility survey in systems
research has also been conducted by Collberg et al. [2], where the authors study
613 papers published in several top conferences and journals. They attempt to
obtain and run the code of all experimental papers surveyed, proposing a specifi-
cation system to classify papers according to the availability of their code and/or
data. We take a step further and look in more detail into the methodology of
reproducing experiments, as the cited studies rely on code availability as being
the main factor determining reproducibility. Our study focuses on a smaller sam-
ple, that is, the proceedings of the 2013 EuroMPI conference, as a first step to
investigating the reproducibility of research papers in parallel computing.

3 Criteria for Reproducible Research

This section discusses the requirements of achieving reproducible experiments
in parallel computing. The scientific methodology roughly relies on four funda-
mental stages: (1) formulating a research question, (2) devising a hypothesis,
(3) designing an experiment to test for its correctness and finally (4) analysing
the results in order to draw appropriate conclusions. As experimental findings
represent a huge drive of scientific discovery in parallel computing, the quality
and usefulness of experimental practices is essential to understanding published
contributions or extending previous research. From the standpoint of an exper-
imenter whose goal is to verify the scientific results, providing repeatable and
reproducible experiments revolves around the last two elements of the scientific
method. Thus, we base our reproducibility analysis on two main steps: we will
refer to experiment execution as the (1) data acquisition step, in which all the
necessary data to evaluate the studied hypothesis are generated, and to the data
processing approaches that lead to the presented conclusions as the (2) data
analysis step. The reason for partitioning reproducibility criteria into two steps
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Fig. 1. Criteria for reproducible research

lies in the fact that each of them builds on specific prerequisites, namely the
availability of the source code for data acquisition and the the availability of the
raw measured data for analysis.

Vandewalle et al. [9] emphasize the need for code availability, along with data
and algorithm description. However, code availability is often not enough to
guarantee experiment reproducibility by other researchers, as many experiments
require the deployment of customized and complex software stacks. Another per-
spective on reproducibility criteria is provided by Peng [7], whose work focuses
only on processing already measured data. Whereas he identifies several steps
necessary to obtain the final results presented in scientific papers, we contend
they all belong to what we call the data analysis step, as they depend on the avail-
ability of experimental data. Other attempts assimilate reproducibility to code
availability and its successful compilation and execution [2], or focus on the same
two high-level steps [1]. We propose a more nuanced look at the requirements for
reproducible experiments, taking into account the impact of various fine-grained
factors on reproducibility. For instance, let us consider a paper proposing a new
algorithm and comparing it to state-of-the-art implementations. Even when the
source code is made available in the paper, replicating the obtained results and,
furthermore, extending or improving the work can be a tedious task. The read-
ers are often forced to make their own decisions regarding compilation details,
environment setup, or runtime application parameters. Such partial descriptions
of the experiment may hinder the entire data acquisition process and result
in misleading conclusions. Furthermore, the data analysis methodology is very
often overlooked, as most papers only provide the final graphs reflecting their
results and skip a detailed description allowing the reader to assess the statistical
relevance of the claimed conclusions.

To investigate such issues, we propose a faceted approach to estimating the
reproducibility of a given experimental workflow, by looking into several aspects
for each of its stages, summarized in Figure 1.

3.1 Reproducibility Criteria for Data Acquisition

At the data acquisition level, we identify a set of criteria necessary for an accurate
understanding and replication of an experiment:
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Source code / implementation of algorithm. The availability of the source
code is essential for the reproducibility of the entire experimental workflow.
While papers might provide links to a source code repository, the claim for
availability is not fulfilled unless the precise code version employed in the ex-
periments is reported, and the implementation is complemented by a compre-
hensive documentation.

Dependent software. The majority of experimental papers rely on synthetic
benchmarks or real-life applications to validate their claims, or make use of
additional frameworks and libraries in order to run correctly. A key factor to
verify and improve on the results is the availability of such programs. Fur-
thermore, employed benchmarks and applications are frequently modified to
highlight only specific test cases or to emphasize particular findings. With-
out an in-depth description of such modifications backed by the corresponding
source code, other researchers and reviewers have little chance of objectively
assessing the meaningfulness of experimental results.

Environmental configuration. While access to the proposed implementation
is required for repeating experiments, it needs to be complemented by a rigor-
ous description of the environment used for the study. We analyze the environ-
ment configuration by looking at three layers that can impact the experimental
outcome. First, we contend that a minimal description of the employed hard-
ware configuration is the key to objectively evaluate the paper conclusions.
Second, the software environment may shape the results and provide valuable
hints for a researcher attempting to reproduce the results. In particular, infor-
mation concerning the operating system, the versions of installed compilers and
libraries should not be overlooked. Finally, many papers disregard the need to
provide platform configuration information along with the source code. System
parameters such as process pinning, CPU frequency, or Turbo capabilities may
significantly distort results and should be carefully recorded and presented.

Description of the build process. Space limitations is one of the main rea-
sons cited for omitting code compilation details within experimental research
papers. However, this is an essential step towards reproducing an experiment,
and deficient descriptions may prevent researchers from being able to use the
source code and associated applications. In addition, employed compilation op-
tions should be commented on, as they may have a huge impact on subsequent
measurements, such as in the case of performance evaluations. Ideally, docu-
mentation should be accompanied by scripts to enable automatic parameter
setup and compilation.

Description of input data. Most applications and frameworks require tuning
through runtime parameters, as well as a means to initialize the processed data.
Such parameters need to be documented in order to render the experiment re-
peatable under the same conditions. Input data sets play an equally important
role as the implementation. While in some cases their investigation alone can
lead to conclusions about the applicability and generality of the proposed so-
lution, papers usually fail to thoroughly explain their workload choice.

Execution description. The manner in which the execution workflow is re-
ported in the paper plays a key role in understanding the proposed solutions
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and makes it easier for other researchers to build upon them. Ideally, each scien-
tific experiment should be complemented by an accurate depiction of the evalu-
ation protocol. Even when the implementation of a given algorithm is available,
the workflow required to test it might be complex. Thus, reproducibility calls
not only for a list of employed software tools, but also for the accurate descrip-
tion of the means to interconnect them. Additionally, making execution scripts
accessible along with the implementation facilitates the task of reproducing
the experiment in a different environment.

3.2 Reproducibility Criteria for Data Analysis

Data analysis has received a lot of interest in the context of reproducible research.
However, whereas in other science areas the community has imposed strict pub-
lication rules with respect to statistical significance of results, in our domain
the presentation of results often lacks a detailed description of the performed
underlying data processing. In this context, reproducing the data analysis phase
of an experiment depends on two main criteria.

Raw data. To promote results replicability, experimental studies could make
the obtained data available for other researchers interested in analysing it.
Typically, it is assumed that the raw data can be generated, provided that the
data acquisition phase is reproducible. However, this is not always the case.
For instance, when the experimental settings rely on specific hardware that is
not commonly accessible, a study may enable reproducibility only for the data
analysis part by promoting publicly available data sets.

Information on data processing. A data processing step is almost always
required to study raw data and to generate the final plots and tables included
in the paper. It is usually an iterative process generating intermediate data sets
and it consists of scripts designed to curate data, e.g., by removing outliers,
to summarize, highlight particular findings and visualize them by applying
statistical analysis techniques. Such scripts should be provided along with the
data to substantiate the statistical significance of presented results. In their
absence, reproducible data analysis calls for an exhaustive description of all
the processing steps required to support the paper’s claims. Moreover, the data
processing phase often includes a qualitative analysis stage, which might be a
complex process of understanding and interpreting the data, possibly requiring
additional tools, such as interactive profilers or visualization tools.

4 Reproducibility Survey

To assess the state of reproducible research in parallel computing, we conducted
a study on the papers published in the EuroMPI 2013 proceedings. This survey
involved the 22 accepted papers, which constitute a very small and possibly not
representative sample of the total number of papers published in this area. How-
ever, this survey is intended as a first attempt to study current reproducibility
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practices. We hope to understand the various degrees of reproducibility, as well
as to better estimate the requirements of reproducible research reporting and
how to improve the quality of our own research in this respect.

4.1 Overview of the Survey Process

Our survey aims at evaluating each paper against the reproducibility criteria
identified in the previous section. First, for each of the 21 non-theoretical papers,
we verified whether the presented experimental results are complemented with
available source code. To this end, we manually scanned the papers for links to
the implementation of the proposed contribution, and we additionally checked
the authors’ websites for further details. Furthermore, we contacted the authors
to obtain access to the source code and additional information related to the
other reproducibility criteria.

Next, we conducted a careful investigation for details concerning each key
component of both data acquisition and data analysis phases, gathering all our
findings in Table 1, which also includes the information we obtained by exchang-
ing emails with the authors. We anonymized the collected data about the papers
by listing them in random order in Table 1 We marked each reproducibility cri-
terion with a “+”, when the corresponding information was present in the paper
or sent us by the authors. Papers that failed to provide any kind of information
for a particular step were marked with a “◦”. In particular, the Source code and
Raw data criteria received a “+” only if the the code/data were specifically made
available in the paper. The table also comprises an estimation of the degree of
reproducibility of each paper, computed as the percentage of “+” symbols that
each paper has earned out of the total number of experimental stages. More-
over, the last row presents our overall results, indicating the number and the
percentage of papers that include at least minimal information for each specific
criterion. Some of the papers depicted experiments that did not require infor-
mation related to all the previously presented criteria. In such cases, we marked
the appropriate stages with a “ ·” and we excluded them from the computation
of the overall results.

Although we anonymized the collected data, our analysis is reproducible in the
sense that anyone who has access to the investigated papers is able to evaluate
them with respect to the proposed reproducibility criteria. Furthermore, the data
processing scripts we employed can be made available upon request.

4.2 Findings

The results in Table 1 show that a link to the source code was provided by the
authors in only 30% of the papers, while information about the benchmark appli-
cations used to validate findings and input data was present in over 85% of the
papers. On the other hand, the survey confirms our intuition that several steps
of the experimental process are often neglected. Thus, only 40% of the papers
mention the compilation process, while only 50% include a description of how
the actual execution and measurements were performed. It is worth mentioning,
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Table 1. Results of the reproducibility study on the 21 papers relying on experimental
evaluations, which were published in the EuroMPI 2013 proceedings. Each reproducibil-
ity criterion is marked with a “+” if the corresponding information is included in the
paper, with a “◦” if the paper does not mention that particular stage, or with a “·” if
such information is not needed for reproducing the paper’s results.

Paper Data acquisition Data analysis Repr.%
Source
code

Dep.
soft-
ware

Env.
config.

Build
process

Input
data

Exec.
de-

scrip-
tion

Raw
data

Data
Pro-

cessing
info

1 ◦ + + ◦ + ◦ ◦ ◦ 37%
2 + + · · + · ◦ · 75%
3 ◦ + + + + ◦ ◦ ◦ 50%
4 + + + + + + ◦ + 87%
5 ◦ + + ◦ + ◦ ◦ ◦ 37%
6 + + + + + ◦ ◦ + 75%
7 + + + + + + + + 100%
8 ◦ + + ◦ + + ◦ + 62%
9 ◦ ◦ + ◦ ◦ + ◦ ◦ 25%
10 ◦ · + ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ · 16%
11 · + + ◦ + ◦ ◦ + 57%
12 ◦ + + ◦ + + ◦ ◦ 50%
13 ◦ ◦ + ◦ + + ◦ + 50%
14 ◦ + + ◦ + ◦ ◦ ◦ 37%
15 + ◦ + + · ◦ ◦ ◦ 42%
16 ◦ + + + + ◦ ◦ ◦ 50%
17 ◦ ◦ + ◦ + + ◦ ◦ 37%
18 ◦ + + + + + ◦ ◦ 62%
19 + + + + + + + ◦ 87%
20 ◦ ◦ + ◦ + ◦ ◦ ◦ 25%
21 ◦ + + ◦ ◦ + ◦ ◦ 37%

Total 6/20 15/20 20/20 8/20 17/20 10/20 2/21 6/19
30% 75% 100% 40% 85% 50% 9% 31%

however, that such low percentages are correlated to some extent with code avail-
ability. Thus, making the implementation accessible for readers would also imply
devising compilation and possibly execution scripts, as well as a comprehensive
documentation of these steps.

Since most papers heavily rely on the experimental section, all of them pro-
vide at least a minimal description of the employed experimental environment.
Each paper exhibited a hardware description of the clusters or machines used for
conducting their respective studies, including informations about the architecture,
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Fig. 2. Survey results: number of papers that fail to comply with each reproducibility
criterion before and after contacting the authors

processors and network interconnect. Additionally, some studies also mention the
memory hierarchy and the available storage space, especially when this informa-
tion is needed for further understanding and assessing the impact of the results.
The software stack installed is surprisingly described in only a fraction of the
considered papers, with a special focus on the employed libraries (such as MPI)
and/or compilers (e.g., GCC). As the installed versions are not systematically
pointed out, one could conclude that the burden of attempting to reproduce
the results might be significant even for an experienced researcher. Furthermore,
the information regarding specific platform configurations is even scarcer, as less
than half of the papers include such details as process pinning or hyper-threading
usage.

Most examined papers relied on publicly available benchmarks. Despite this
fact, the high percentage corresponding to the availability of input data does
not accurately account for reproducible executions, as in many cases the authors
employed customized versions of the classic benchmarks and include only a brief
description of the changes in the paper. Regarding the execution description,
only half of the papers mention the measurement procedure or the number of
repetitions and provide an insight into their workload generation approach.

Our survey unveils even more dramatic findings concerning the data analysis
component. None of the inspected papers included a pointer to the raw data gen-
erated by their experiments, thus minimizing the possibility of further analysis
by external researchers. However, in some cases we were able to obtain access
to all collected data by directly contacting the authors. We contend neverthe-
less that the ratio of papers providing access to the raw results should be much
higher. On the one hand, it would allow for a swift validation of the claimed
results, provided that the data processing step is also explained. On the other
hand, given the diversity and cost of today’s high-performance machines, not all
researchers will have access to the hardware used for the evaluation, relying only
on the availability of the raw data for at least a limited reproducibility.
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The data processing phase is mostly overlooked, with only 31% of the exper-
imental papers mentioning the steps taken to analyze the data. Most papers
directly provide performance figures and disregard any statistical analysis. A
small subset of papers state they resort to multiple repetitions of the experi-
ment and draw conclusions based on some method of summarizing data, such as
choosing the mean or median of the obtained results.

Our findings are summarized in Figure 2, which emphasizes the number of
papers that do not meet each specific criterion. The dark-colored bars show
the initial results of our survey, relying only on information gathered from the
published papers and the authors or projects websites, prior to contacting the
authors. In contrast, the light-colored bars in Figure 2 highlight the slightly im-
proved final values, when additional source code and data were made available
for our study directly by the authors. Whereas no paper obtained a reproducibil-
ity score of 100% in our initial evaluation, the interaction with the authors led to
a slightly increased value for these scores, as presented in Table 1. Nevertheless,
a majority of papers do not include any information related to at least 5 of the
total of 8 criteria, that is, they achieve a reproducibility score of less than 60%.

5 Case Studies: Reproducing Experiments in Practice

We selected the two papers that achieved the highest reproducibility score ac-
cording to our classification and we attempted to reproduce a subset of the
presented experiments. We only targeted the experiments for which we had the
suitable hardware to match the setup employed by the original papers and we
relied on the source code advertized within the paper as a link to the project’s
website or obtained by directly contacting the authors.

The findings of other reproducibility surveys [1,2] suggest that very often
compiling and running the code out-of-the-box is a time-consuming or even im-
possible task. In our case, we were able to obtain and compile the code, as well as
to run several examples provided along with the implementation. However, code
availability was not a guarantee for an effortless build process, mainly because
of mismatching code versions and insufficient documentation. While this is an
essential step towards reproducibility, being able to fully reproduce experiments
is not limited to compiling and executing the code. The next challenge was to
repeat the experiment in an environment setup similar to the one employed by
the paper authors. To this end, we attempted to follow the configuration steps
provided in each of the two papers.

In the first case, despite the fact that the paper details a broad range of plat-
form and configuration data, we were unable to recreate the execution process.
At this point we contacted the authors, who provided us with full access to the
evaluation scripts they had been using. Thus, they supplied us with benchmark-
ing source code, which we would have otherwise needed to re-implement based
on a brief description included in the paper. We also obtained the raw data em-
ployed for the evaluation section, as well as the analysis scripts allowing us to
directly generate the graphs. For the second case study, the authors provided us
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with both the source code and execution scripts to configure and run the exper-
iments. Similarly to the first attempt, we also obtained the benchmarks needed
for the experiments. However, conducting a similar experiment was not possi-
ble without first understanding and customizing the scripts to suit our software
stack.

Interestingly, the raw data proved to be a valuable asset in our attempt to
reproduce the data acquisition step of the experiments. While we assumed we
would be able to generate our own results upon executing the experiment, having
access to the original data provided by the authors helped us better understand
what kind of data we needed for the next phase and what was the most appropri-
ate format for collecting such data. Equipped with the adapted execution scripts
and configuration parameters, we managed to perform the experiments on our
machines effortlessly. One of the evaluated papers included the processing scripts
used to generate the presented graphs. Thus, replicating the data analysis step
was in this case equivalent to a straightforward execution of the analysis scripts
on our data to obtain the corresponding figures. In the second scenario, the data
processing scripts were missing, and we relied on the details reported in the pa-
per to interpret raw data and generate figures. However, the experiments under
consideration did not require complex processing steps and thus we managed to
plot similar graphs to the ones depicted in the paper.

These specific examples led us to learn several important lessons. First, even
though we had full access to the source code repository, we experienced com-
patibility problems caused by the different versions of the code we selected for
our reproducibility tests. Moreover, the format of the raw data collected from
our experiment did not exactly match the requirements of the processing scripts
or the format of the original raw data. Consequently, we needed to manually
adjust the scripts in order to generate an error-free output. It is thus essential to
fully document the versions of both customized code and libraries (either within
the papers or in the corresponding code/data repositories), an aspect that is
often ignored in experimental descriptions. Additionally, the complexity of the
software stack required for the experiments may pose problems even if all the
individual details of each tool and benchmark employed are carefully presented.
This was the case for one of our reproducibility tests, where the lack of execution
scripts providing the correct combination of interrelated tools and benchmarks
would have hindered the entire experiment replication process.

Finally, a surprising finding of our reproducing the experiments on our hard-
ware was the fact that we obtained slightly different results from the ones de-
picted in the paper. We will further attempt to investigate this aspect and to
identify the means to assess whether the provided results hold for the specific
environment they were tested on, or they are generalizable across a wider range
of platforms.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we addressed the requirements of reproducible research in terms of
sound experimental practices and reporting. We discussed the impact of each of
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the two experimental steps, i.e., data acquisition and data analysis, on achieving
reproducible results and we identified a set of reproducibility criteria matching
each of them. We presented our experiences with assessing reproducibility for a
selection of parallel computing papers, which helped us obtain a better under-
standing of the inherent difficulties of rigorous experimentation in this field. Our
findings suggest that, whereas a majority of papers reflect a significant concern
for reproducibility, much further work is required to attain full experimental
reproducibility.

We intend to extend this survey with a wider range of papers published in this
field, as well as to better understand the mechanisms for improving the state of
research reproducibility at the level of each experimental stage. In our study, the
compliance with a given reproducibility criterion is a binary decision. As a result,
the reproducibility score we computed can only be interpreted as a measure of
the minimal requirements a paper has to meet to achieve reproducibility. We plan
to explore the means to fine-tune the decision for successful fulfillment of each
criterion and possibly to quantify the weight of each criterion within a specific
experimental scenario. Our future work will target the design of a framework for
rigorously evaluating reproducibility, which can provide an objective assessment
of papers in the context of reproducible research.
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